Forced wave propagation and energy distribution in anisotropic laminate composites.
Elastodynamic response of anisotropic laminate composite structures subjected to a force loading is evaluated based on the integral representations in terms of Green's matrices. Explicit and asymptotic expressions for guided waves generated by a given source are then obtained from those integrals by means of series expansions and the residue technique. Unlike to conventional modal expansions, such representations keep information about the source, giving an opportunity for a quantitative near- and far-field analysis of generated waves. An effective computer implementation is achieved by the use of fast and stable algorithms for the Green matrix, pole, and residue calculations. The potential of the model is demonstrated by examples of anisotropy manifestation in the directivity of radiated waves. The effect of main energy outflow in the direction of either upper- or inner-ply orientation depending on the source size and frequency is discussed.